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1. INTRODUCTION

A sequence PI' pz, ... , PN of nonnegative numbers is said to be a weight
sequence if

K=1

Let a I' az, ... , aN be a sequence of N points in the s-dimensiona1 unit cube
E'= [0,1]' and Pll Pz, ... , PN be a weight sequence. We call the numbers
PI' pz, ..., PN weights of the points aI' az, ..., aN' respectively. For a subset
A of E" denote by X(A; x) and p(A) the characteristic function and
Lebesgue measure of A, respectively, and put

N

TN(A)= L p"x(A;a",).
1(=1

For a point x = (XI' ..., X,) lying in E', write

We recall that the number

D N= sup Ip(Gd- TN(Gdl
x E E-~

(1 )

is called the discrepancy of the sequence iii' az, ..., aN with respect to the
weights PI' pz, ..., PN'

We consider in this paper quadrature formulae of the type

Nf !(x)dx= L p,J(a,J+RN(f)
E S

K= 1

121

(2)
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for integration of continuous functions on g. Denote by C(A) the set of all
continuous functions, defined on a subset A of E'. As a characteristic of a
function f E C(E') we use its modulus of continuity

w(j; J) = sup If(x) - f(y)I, J ~ 0,
11.< -...vll '" b

.i, .VE E·"

where Ilxll denotes the maximum norm of a point x= (x I' ... , x,,) lying in
IRs, i.e.,

Ilxll = max lu).
l:$;.j~s

We recall that the inequality

(3 )

holds for all J I' J 2 ~ 0.
In the one-dimensional case, it is known that if f E C(E) then

(4)

This estimate was proved by Niederreiter [1] for the weights

(5)

The estimate (4) for arbitrary weights was obtained by the author [2] and
reobtained by Niederreiter and Tichy [3].

Now let s~2 and fEC(ES). In the case (5), Hlawka [4] proved the
estimate

Here and throughout, [IX] denotes the integral part of a real number IX.
Shi Shu-zhong [5,6] (also for the case of equal weights), answering to a
question of Niederreiter, proved the estimate

For arbitrary weights Totkov [7] established the estimate

The purpose of the present paper is to prove the following two results.
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THEOREM 1. Suppose s;? 2. Let D N be the discrepancy of a sequence
ai' a2, ..., aN in E' with respect to the weights PI, P2' ... , PN' Then for every
fE C(E'), we have

(6)

THEOREM 2. Suppose s;? 1. Let D N be the discrepancy of a sequence
ai' a2, ... , aN in E' with respect to the weights PI' P2' ... , PN' Suppose that c
is a positive number and the estimate

holds for every f E C(E'). Then

c ~ 1.

(7 )

(8)

Now, denote by Co the minimal possible constant c for which the
estimate (7) holds for every f E C(E'). It follows from the above theorems
that

The exact value of Co is unknown. We think that

Co = 1

but we cannot prove that. So we set the following

PROBLEM. Check the validity of the following assertion: Suppose s ~ 2
and DN is the discrepancy of a sequence aI' a2, ..., aN in ES with respect to
the weights Pl' P2' ... , PN' Then for every f E C(E'), we have

(9)

Note that in the one-dimensional case (s = 1), the estimate (9) coincides
with (4) and so it is true.

2. AUXILIARY RESULTS

To prove Theorem 1 we need some lemmas. In what follows, we use the
following notations. For f E C(E'), we write

IIfllc= sup If(x)l·
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Let Q = [0, 1) X [IX2' P2) x .. , x [IXs' PJ be a subinterval of P. Define the
quantity d(Q) by

d(Q) = max IPj - IX;!.
2:E;j:S;s

LEMMA 1. Let ai' a2, ..., aN be a nondecreasing sequence in E = [0, 1].
Then its discrepancy DN with respect to arbitrary weights PI' P2, ..., PN is
given by

DN= max max{laK-bKI,laK-bK_il},
1 ~K:S;;N

where the numbers bo, b i, ... , bN are defined hy

bo=O,
K

bK = L Pi (K = 1, 2, ..., N).
i~ I

( 10)

In the special case (5), this lemma was proved by Niederreiter [8]. In
the general case, it was obtained by the author [2] and reobtained by
Niederreiter and Tichy [3].

The next assertion is a consequence of Lemma 1.

LEMMA 2. Let ai' a2' ..., aN be a nondecreasing sequence in E and DN be
its discrepancy with respect to the weights Pi' P2' ..., PN' Define the numhers
bo, b i , ... , bN by (10). Then for every x E [b K_ 1, bK], 1~ K ~ N, we have

LEMMA 3. Let Q" = [0, y) X [IX 2 , P2) x ... x [IX" P,) be a subinterval of
ES. Suppose that iii' ii2, ... , iiN is a sequence in ESand DN is its discrepancy
with respect to the weights P1> P2' ... , PN' Then

Proof The statement of the lemma follows from the definition of D N

and the inequality

.<

where the sum is over all points x= (x l' ... , X,) with Xi = Y and Xi = IXj or Pi
for j = 2, ..., s.

LEMMA 4. Let Q = [0, 1) X [IX 2 , (32) x ... x [IX" f3J and Q, = [0, y) X

[IX 2 , P2)X '" x [IX" PJ be suhintervals of E'. Suppose that ai' a2, ..., aN is a
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sequence in E' and DN is its discrepancy with respect to the weights
PI' P2' ..., PN' Then

Proof Note that j.t(Qy) = yj.t(Q) and Q = Qy if y = 1. Hence, we get from
Lemma 3,

lyTN(Q) - TN(Qy)1

:::; lyTN(Q) - j.t(Qy)j + jj.t(Q;J - T N(Qy)1

=y 1j.t(Q)- TN(Q)I + 1j.t(Qy)- TN(Qy)1

LEMMA 5. Let Q = [0, 1) X[Ct 2, /32) x ... x [Ct s ' /3J be a subinterval of
E'. Suppose that aI' a2, ..., an is a sequence in P" and qI' q2' ... , qll are
arbitrary weights. Denote by D;, the discrepancy of the one-dimensional
sequence formed by the first coordinates of aI' a2, ..., all with respect to the
weights ql' q2, ..., qll' Then for every f E C(Q), we have

where

(12)

Proof Without loss of generality we may assume that the points
aI' a2, ..., an are ordered in such a way that the sequence of their first coor
dinates in nondecreasing. For each K = 1, 2, ... , n, put

where

bo=O,
"

b,,= I qj (K= 1, 2, ..., n).
i= 1

It is obvious that the subintervals QI' Q2' ... , QIl define a subdivision of Q
and

(K = 1, 2, ..., n).
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Therefore,
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jfQf(X)dX-/t(Q) let q"fUU!

=I"~I fQ, (f(X)-f(aJ)dxj

~ f f If(x) - f(a,,)1 dx
I(~I Q,

~f f w(f;lIx-aJ)dx.
,,~I Q,

(13)

It follows from Lemma 2 that for every x E Q K (1 ~ K ~ n), we have

Combining (13) and (14) we get (I I).

(14 )

LEMMA 6. Let DN be the discrepancy of a sequence aI' a2 , ... , aN in E'
with respect to the weights PI' P2, ..., PN' Suppose that d is a subdivision of
E' into subintervals of the type [0,I)x[a2,f32)x ... x[a"f3,) and
TN(Q) > 0 for every QEd. Then

IRN(f)1 ~2'-1 IsJi'1 DN Ilflle

+ L /t(Q) w(f; ON(Q»,
Q E ,c/

where Idl denotes the number of elements of d and

Proof It is easy to see that

IRN(f)1 ~ L IRN(Q;f)I,
Q E,c/

where

(15 )

(16)

N

RN(Q;f) = f f(x)dx- L p"f(a,,)x(Q;aJ. (17)
Q K~1

Let Q = [0, I) X [a 2, f32) x .,. X [a" f3,) be an arbitrary element of d. We
shall prove at first that
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Denote by n the number of points a" (K = 1, 2, ... , N) lying in Q. Without
loss of generality we may assume that these points are aI' a2, ..., all" Then

n

TN(Q)= L p"
,,~I

and the sequence

K = 1, 2, ..., n

is a weight sequence. Denote by D~ the discrepancy of the one-dimensional
sequence formed by the first coordinates of aI' a2, ..., an with respect to the
weights ql' q2, ..., qll" Obviously,

D~= o~~~lly-"~I q"X(Qy;aJ !

= TN(Q)-I sup lyTN(Q)- TN(Qy)l,
O";;y,,;;1

where Qy = [0, y) x [a 2 , /32) x ... x [a" /3.J Now, it follows from Lemma 4
that

(19 )

Using Lemmas 3 and 5 we get from (17),

IRN(Q;f)1 ~ IfQf(X) dx- p(Q) "t q"f(a,,)[

+ !P(Q) "t q"f(aJ- "~I p"f(aJI

~ p(Q) w(f; dn(Q))

+ TN(Q) I Ip(Q)- TN(Q)II"~l p"f(aJI

~p(Q)w(f;dn(Q))+2' ID N Ilflle, (20)

where dn(Q) is defined by (12). From (19) and (20), we obtain (18). Now
the conclusion of the lemma follows from (16) and (18).

The next assertion was established in [6]. One can easily check its
validity.
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LEMMA 7. Let f E C(E') and the function 1 is defined on E' by

](x) = f(x) - f(ii),

where a = (!, !, ..., !). Then

(i) RNU) = RN(f),

(ii) w(]; <5) = w(f; <5) for <5 ~ 0,

(iii) 11111 c ~ w(]; !).

3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Suppose at first that DW ~~. It follows from Lemma 5 that

Since 1~ 4D W, we get from this

Now let DW ~ l Put

[ 1 Jm= --
2D~s .

It is easy to show that for every real number lI. (lI. ~ 2),

~lI. ~ [lI.] ~ lI..

Applying this inequality with lI. = 1/2D~s we obtain

1
2D~s~-~ 3DW.

m

Denote by sf the subdivision of E' into subintervals of the type

]
[

K2 - 1 K 2 ) [K s - 1 K S )

[0, 1 x ----;;-' m x .. · x -----;;;-' m '

(21 )

(22 )

where Kj are integers with 1~ Kj ~ m (j = 2, ..., s). Let Q be an arbitrary
element of sf. According to Lemma 3,

Hence, we get from (22)
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TN(Q) ~ p(Q) - 2s- 1DN

Since DW~ t it follows that

DIV lis - 1~ ~D IV II'.

Hence, we get from (23) and (24),

TN(Q) ~ ~2sD~-1/s.

129

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

Define bN( Q) by (15). Then from (25) and (22), we obtain

{
2'D I}

bN(Q)=max TN(Q)' m ~3DW.

Now, taking into account that lsil =ms
-

1
, we deduce from (22), (26), and

Lemma 6 the following estimate

IRN(f)1 ~(2m)'-1 D N lillie

+ L p(Q) w(f; 3DW)
QEd

= (2m)'- I D N IIIII e + w(f; 3DW)

~ (2m)-1 IIIII e + w(f; 3D~\). (27)

It follows from Lemma 7 that, without loss of generality, we may assume

IIIII e ~ w(/; !).

Then using (3) and (22) we deduce

IIIII e ~ 2mw (I; 4~) ~ 2mw( I; ~DW)·

Combining (27) and (28) we get

IRN(f)1 ~ w(f; ~DW)+ w(f; 3DW)·

From (21), (29), and (3), it follows that in both cases

IRN(f)1 ~ w(f; DW) + w(f; 3D~\).

(28)

(29)

(30)

Now, the estimate (6) follows from (30) and (3). This completes the proof
of Theorem 1.
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2

Suppose that the estimate (7) hold for every f E C(ES
). Choose a positive

real number B with

where

bN = min Ila;-ajll.
1 ~i<j:S; N

iii #= 0./

We denote by Ue(a) the Bl2-neighborhood of a point a E R', i.e.,

Ue(a) = {i E ~s: Iii - all ~ BI2}.

Define the function fe on ~S by

iE Ue(a K ), K= 1, 2, ..., N.

otherwise.

Obviously,

and

Consequently,

f(aJ = 0 for K = 1, 2, ..., N.

RNUJ = L/e(X) di

= 1- L, (1 - f.(i)) di

~ 1- f f (1- fe(i)) di
K~ I U,(aK )

2 N f=1-NBs +- L Ili-aKlldi
B K= 1 lI.x-a,1I ';;'e/2

= 1 - NBS + 2N f Hill di
B II xII ,;;, e/2

NBS
=1---.

s+1
(31 )
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It is easy to see that w(j~; <5) = 1 for <5 ~ e. Hence, we have

From (7), we have

RNUe) ~ ewU,; DW)·

Combining (31), (32), and (33) we get

Nes

1---~e.
5+1

131

(32 )

(33)

Passing to the limit as e --+ 0+ in this inequality we obtain (8). This com
pletes the proof of Theorem 2.
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